Pharmacokinetics and safety of a novel recombinant human von Willebrand factor manufactured with a plasma-free method: a prospective clinical trial
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Key Points

• rVWF is safe, well tolerated, and has a PK profile generally comparable to pdVWF, but promotes enhanced stabilization of endogenous FVIII.

Safety and pharmacokinetics (PK) of recombinant von Willebrand factor (rVWF) combined at a fixed ratio with recombinant factor VIII (rFVIII) were investigated in 32 subjects with type 3 or severe type 1 von Willebrand disease (VWD) in a prospective phase 1, multicenter, randomized clinical trial. rVWF was well tolerated and no thrombotic events, inhibitors, or serious adverse events were observed. The PK of rVWF ristocetin cofactor activity, VWF antigen, and collagen-binding activity were similar to those of the comparator plasma-derived (pd) VWF-pdFVIII. In vivo cleavage of ultra-large molecular-weight rVWF multimers by ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13; the endogenous VWF protease) and generation of characteristic satellite bands were demonstrated. In 2 subjects with specific nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies already detectable before rVWF infusion, a reduction in VWF multimers and VWF activity was observed. Stabilization of endogenous FVIII was enhanced following post–rVWF-rFVIII infusion as shown by the difference in area under the plasma concentration curve compared with pdVWF-pdFVIII (AUC0–x) (P<.01). These data support the concept of administering rVWF alone once a therapeutic level of endogenous FVIII is achieved. This trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT00816660. (Blood. 2013;122(5):648-657)

Introduction

von Willebrand disease (VWD) is an inherited bleeding disorder caused by a deficiency or dysfunction of the largest soluble multimeric plasma glycoprotein, von Willebrand factor (VWF), which is encoded by a gene spanning 178 kb of genomic DNA on chromosome 12.1,2 VWF has 2 main functions in hemostasis. As an adhesion protein it promotes enhanced stabilization of endogenous FVIII through formation of a noncovalent VWF-FVIII complex.1,3 This dual role is reflected in the commonly encountered clinical manifestations of VWD, including mucocutaneous hemorrhages (epistaxis, easy bruising, gynecologic and gastrointestinal bleeding), excessive bleeding after major surgery, and hemarthroses in severely affected patients.

Current therapeutic strategies to prevent or control bleeding in VWD patients involve either replacement of VWF with human plasma-derived (pd) coagulation factor concentrates containing both FVIII and VWF (pdVWF-pdFVIII), elevation of the FVIII and VWF plasma concentrations through the release of endogenous VWF from endothelial cells with desmopressin, or use of adjuvant agents that promote local hemostasis and wound healing without altering the plasma concentration of VWF. Treatment options depend on the type and severity of VWD, as well as the intensity of the hemostatic challenge.3

Replacement therapy is typically required for clinically significant bleeding events and for providing hemostatic coverage for major surgery in patients who have severe quantitative (types 1 or 3) or qualitative (type 2) VWF deficiencies and are unresponsive or intolerant to desmopressin.4 Infusion of sufficient exogenous VWF promotes an increase in endogenous FVIII to hemostatic levels.5,6 Human pdVWF-pdFVIII products are commonly used to achieve rapid normalization of both VWF and FVIII required in the treatment of acute hemorrhage or prior to urgent surgery.5,9
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Plasma-derived FVIII concentrates containing VWF have inherent limitations, including a lack of the multimers of larger molecular weight normally found in plasma, considerable variation in the VWF multimer composition, and a wide range of VWF:FVIII ratios among lots of the same product. VWF produced by recombinant technology could offer a new perspective in the treatment of VWD by eliminating risks that may be associated with products derived from human plasma while maintaining efficacy and product consistency.5,10

A recombinant human VWF (rVWF) has been developed in a genetically engineered Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line that coexpresses VWF and FVIII genes.11 The highly pure (>99% purity) rVWF product has a homogeneous and intact VWF multimer distribution because it is not exposed throughout manufacturing to the VWFprotease ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13). It has been postulated that this consistent VWF multimer distribution composition may promote a more predictable therapeutic effect than seen with plasma-derived products.15

In this study, we investigated the safety and tolerability of the novel rVWF at a fixed ratio with rFVIII compared with a marketed pdVWF-pdFVIII concentrate.

Materials and methods
Design
This was a prospective, controlled, randomized, first-in-human clinical study of the safety, tolerability, and pharmacokinetics (PK) of rVWF combined at a fixed ratio (1.3:1) with rFVIII in subjects with severe VWD. The trial was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and good clinical practice and approved by the responsible ethics committees and institutional review boards.

A 1.3:1 ratio (VWF:ristocetin cofactor activity [RCo] to FVIII coagulant activity (FVIII:C)) was chosen for rVWF-rFVIII based on published recoveries of ~1.9 international unit (IU)/dL per IU per kilogram for plasma-derived (pd) VWF and 2.4 IU/dL for pdFVIII, respectively, with the intent to correct both activities to ~100% with an initial rVWF-rFVIII dose of 50 IU/kg VWF:RCo.12,14 Dosing for pdVWF-pdFVIII was based on published reports on the licensed plasma-derived complex Humate-P/Haemate P (CSL Behring), confirming reliance on the average ratio of VWF:RCo to FVIII:C which is ~2:1 pdVWF:pFVIII.

Initial cohorts received either 2, 7.5, or 20 IU/kg VWF:RCo. After the safety and tolerability of the lower doses was established, the 50 IU/kg VWF:RCo dose was administered to subjects in the PK cohort.

The PK cohort included a randomized,15 blinded dual-crossover design, in which subjects received a single dose each of rVWF-rFVIII (50 IU/kg VWF:RCo and 38.5 IU/kg FVIII:C) and pdVWF-pdFVIII (50 IU/kg VWF:RCo and 25 IU/kg FVIII:C) in random order (8-day washout).

Patients
Male and female adults with hereditary type 3 VWD (<3 IU/dL VWF: antigen [Ag]) or severe type 1 or type 2A VWD (VWF:RCo ≤10% and FVIII:C <20%), a Karnofsky16 score of >70% (to maintain treatment compliance throughout the duration of the trial), and previous multiple exposures to pdVWF-pdFVIII concentrates were eligible. In accordance with the Helsinki protocol, each patient gave written informed consent prior to enrollment.

Treatments
rVWF is a purified glycoprotein synthesized by the genetically engineered CHO cell line that expresses both rFVIII and rVWF.15 The cell-culture and purification processes used in the manufacture of rVWF do not use any additives of human or animal origin. rVWF, which is not yet licensed, and rFVIII (ADVATE; Baxter) were reconstituted separately and the components mixed prior to infusion. The pdVWF-pdFVIII (Humate-P/Haemate P; CSL Behring) used as a comparator is purified from the cold-insoluble fraction of pooled human fresh-frozen plasma and is considered an intermediate-purity FVIII concentrate containing VWF. Humate-P/Haemate P was selected as the comparator as it is the only commercially available pdVWF-pdFVIII product licensed for treatment of VWD in all countries in which the study was conducted.

Safety assessments
Subjects were under continued surveillance in hospital for the first 24 hours postinfusion. Safety was evaluated through clinical assessments, hematology, serum chemistry, urinalysis, coagulation assessments, antibodies against VWF, FVIII, CHO cell protein, murine immunoglobulin G (IgG), and recombinant furin; viral serology, cardiac troponin, soluble P-selectin (sP-selectin), and D-dimers. Adverse events (AEs) were recorded by the subject in a diary until 30 days postinfusion. Patients were also monitored for the occurrence of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP)-like events.

Hemostasis assays
VWF:RCo activity was measured with the automated VWF:RCo activity assay (Dade Behring Coagulation System). The detection limit of the assay was extended to 8 IU/dL by increasing the sample plasma volume and changing the dilution media from NaCl to severe VWF-deficient plasma. A semiquantitative manual assay (Siemens) was applied to quantify VWF:RCo activities below 8 IU/dL.17 VWF:Ag was assessed using a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using polyclonal anti-human VWF antibodies (Diagnostica Stago). A commercial ELISA (Technozym VWF:CB ELISA; Technoclone) was used to determine VWF collagen-binding activity (VWF:Cb). FVIII activity was measured with an activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT)-based 1-stage clotting assay. The detection limit for the VWF:Ag, VWF:Cb, and FVIII assays was 1 IU/dL. The VWF:FVIII-binding capacity of FVIII to VWF relative to normal human plasma was tested on 2 rVWF clinical trial lots (87% and 108%, respectively) using an ELISA-based assay.

ADAMTS13 assay
Endogenous ADAMTS13 activity was calculated by analysis of fluorescence over time using the synthetic fluorogenic VWF73 peptide as substrate. VWF73 was identified as the 73-amino acid minimal region of the VWF A2 domain required for ADAMTS13 cleavage.18

Electrophoretic analysis
Qualitative analysis of VWF multimers was performed using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) agarose gel electrophoresis followed by western blotting and sensitive luminescence 2-step detection as previously described.11 VWF degradation products generated by ADAMTS13-mediated cleavage were measured by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) under reducing conditions followed by western blotting and immunostaining with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labeled polyclonal rabbit anti-human VWF antibody with enhanced chemiluminescence detection.

Neutralizing antibodies inhibiting FVIII and VWF
Neutralizing antibodies to VWF:RCo, VWF:Cb, and FVIII-binding (VWF:FVIII) activities were measured by assays based on the Nijmegen modification of the Bethesda assay established for quantitative analysis of FVIII inhibitors.19 The screening test for inhibitors was performed on a mixture of patient and normal plasma by incubation for 2 hours at 37°C. The detection limit for anti-VWF inhibitors was set to 1 Bethesda unit/mL for all 3 assays, based on their respective performance characteristics.
Nonneutralizing anti-VWF-binding antibodies

The presence of nonneutralizing anti-VWF-binding antibodies was determined with an ELISA using polyclonal anti-human Ig antibodies (IgG, IgM, and IgA) as described for FVIII.20 Binding antibodies were analyzed in 2 steps: antibody screening followed by confirmation of specificity in a competition assay for samples with a titer of 1:80 or higher.

Genetic analyses

Mutations of the VWF gene were analyzed using nucleotide numbering, amino acid numbering, and nomenclature of mutations according to previous recommendations.21,22 High-molecular-weight genomic DNA was used for genetic analyses by sequencing both strands.

Pharmacokinetic assessments

PK parameters, area under the concentration-time curve (AUC [hours × units per deciliter]), plasma half-life (T1/2 [hours]), clearance (Cl [milliliters per hour]), mean residence time (MRT [hours]), volume of distribution at steady state (Vss [deciliters per kilogram]), maximum plasma concentration (Cmax [units per deciliter]), and incremental recovery (IR [units per deciliter]/units of VWF:RCo per kilogram) for VWF; [units per deciliter]/[units of VWF:Ag C per kilogram] for VWF; [units per deciliter]/[units of FVIII:C per kilogram] for FVIII), were assessed for VWF:RCo, VWF:Ag, VWF:CB, and FVIII at 60 and 15 minutes postinjection; 15, 30, 60 minutes and 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 28, 32, 48, 72, and 96 hours postinfusion.

Statistics

VWF:RCo, VWF:Ag, VWF:CB, and FVIII:C levels over time, as well as PK parameters and plasma half-life (calculated from the biphasic log-linear model) were summarized using descriptive statistics. The total AUC0–inf was calculated by the linear trapezoidal rule up to the last quantifiable concentration with a tail area correction. Terminal T1/2 was determined from the terminal rate constant obtained by log-linear fitting by the least squares deviation criterion to the last 5 quantifiable concentrations above preinfusion level. MRT was calculated as total area under the moment curve divided by the total AUC corrected for the duration of the infusion. Systemic Cl was calculated as dose per body mass (kilogram) divided by the AUC0–inf. IR was calculated as Cmax divided by dose per body mass. Descriptive statistics were also used to assess safety in terms of product-related AEs.

Results

Thirty-three unique subjects were allocated to treatment. Thirteen were treated in a lower-dose cohort, of whom 6 continued in the crossover cohort; an additional 20 were enrolled in the crossover cohort only. All 26 subjects were randomized, 1 of whom did not receive treatment; therefore, 25 subjects were treated in the crossover cohort (22 with type 3 VWD and 3 with severe type 1). Three of these 25 subjects withdrew after treatment. Of the remaining 22 subjects (Table 1), 3 who had a positive binding antibody titer prior to rVWF-rFVIII treatment were excluded from the PK analysis. Safety analyses are presented for all 32 unique subjects who were treated with rVWF-rFVIII (Table 2).

VWF PK

A high level of rVWF activity was observed after infusion (Figure 1A). Maximum VWF:RCo levels were reached in most subjects in <1 hour after infusion. VWF:Ag levels were initially higher with pdVWF-pdFVIII than with rVWF-rFVIII, implying a higher specific activity for the rVWF as the products were...
dosed at equivalent VWF:RCo activities. However, between 12 and 24 hours, mean VWF:Ag levels with pdVWF-pdFVIII declined to below those of rVWF-rFVIII (Figure 1B). A trend toward a slower clearance for rVWF-rFVIII was observed (Table 3); the mean clearance was 2.2 (2.5) mL/kg per hour for rVWF-rFVIII vs 3.4 (0.90) mL/kg per hour for pdVWF-pdFVIII ($P = 0.09$). A longer VWF:Ag $T_{1/2}$ was also observed with rVWF-rFVIII (25.5 [6.7] hours) than with pdVWF-pdFVIII (17.9 [3.5] hours). The increased specific activity of rVWF as compared with pdVWF was also substantiated by the longer mean VWF:CB $T_{1/2}$ with rVWF:rFVIII (24.4 hours) compared with VWF:CB $T_{1/2}$ (16.4 hours) with pdVWF-pdFVIII (calculated based on VWF:RCo dose).

**FVIII PK**

rVWF-rFVIII at a dose of 50 IU of VWF:RCo/kg was associated with a higher degree of sustained FVIII:C than with pdVWF-pdFVIII, as demonstrated by the difference in FVIII AUC$_{0-\text{inf}}$ ($P < 0.01$). The mean peak FVIII:C level (Cmax) postinfusion of rVWF-rFVIII was 94.8 IU/dL vs 70.7 IU/dL with pdVWF-pdFVIII (Table 3), reflecting differences in the quantity of FVIII that was initially infused. However, there was a greater secondary rise in endogenous FVIII with rVWF-rFVIII than with pdVWF-pdFVIII (Figure 1C); FVIII:C was significantly higher ($P < .01$) at 72 hours after administration with rVWF-rFVIII than with pdVWF-pdFVIII.

**Effect of nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies on VWF kinetics**

Four of 39 VWD patients (10%) screened had preexisting nonneutralizing binding antibodies against VWF measured by ELISA. Incidentally, 1 of these 4 subjects also had neutralizing antibodies against VWF:CB at screening and was excluded from the study per protocol exclusion criterion. Of the 3 subjects with preexisting binding antibodies who received treatment, 2 (#21, #23) had a specific high titer (1:1280), and 1 (#22) had a low titer of 1:20 in the screening assay, which could not be confirmed as specific as it is below the detection limit of the method. The nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibody titer identified in subject 21 increased by 2 titration steps postinfusion of pdVWF-pdFVIII and an increase by 1 titration step was observed postinfusion of rVWF-rFVIII in subject 23 (Table 4).

A high titer of nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies was associated with a lower postinfusion VWF:Ag activity and concomitant reductions in VWF:RCo, VWF:CB, and FVIII:C activities (Figure 2). The PK of VWF:Ag, VWF:RCo, VWF:CB, and FVIII:C in subject 23 were similar to those observed for subject 21; however, it should be considered that subject 23 received a lower dose of VWF:RCo (20 IU of VWF:RCo/kg).

---

**Table 2. Summary of demographic characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose group*</th>
<th>VWD type†</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Gender, F/M</th>
<th>Median age, y (range)</th>
<th>Median weight, kg (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 IU (PK crossover)</td>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>22‡</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>33 (18-60)</td>
<td>74.8 (43.8-154.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 IU</td>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>34 (19-55)</td>
<td>79 (64-131.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5 IU</td>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>26 (21-39)</td>
<td>86.2 (62-135.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IU</td>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>38 (26-44)</td>
<td>130 (101.5-144.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15/17</td>
<td>33 (18-60)</td>
<td>81.1 (43.8-144.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Subjects in the 50 IU PK crossover group received 50 IU/kg VWF:RCo + 38.5 IU/kg rFVIII and 21-25 IU/kg pdFVIII in random order with an 8-day washout period. Subjects in the 20 IU group received 20 IU/kg VWF:RCo + 15.4 IU/kg rFVIII; those in the 7.5 IU received 7.5 IU/kg VWF:RCo + 5.8 IU/kg FVIII; and those in 2 IU received 2 IU/kg WVF:RCo + 1.5 IU/kg FVIII.

†Type 3 VWD: $\leq$3 IU/dL VWF:Ag; severe type 1 VWD: $<$10% VWF:RCo; and $<$20% FVIII.

‡Six subjects in the PK crossover dose group were also enrolled once in a lower-dose group.
Table 3. Summary of PK analysis in patients with type 3 VWD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>N*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUC0-inf</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1459.0 (475.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1164.6 (627.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cmax</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79.0 (22.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88.5 (32.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tmax</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.6 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IR (in vivo)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.7 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23.6 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.8 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Noncompartmental analysis

half-life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>N*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16.4 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vss</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.3 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.4 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the safety evaluation indicate that rVWF-rFVIII is well tolerated in patients with VWD. No inhibitors to VWF or FVIII were detected after any of the treatments with rVWF-rFVIII or pdWF-pdFVIII and no patients experienced anaphylaxis. There were no reported signs or symptoms indicative of thrombosis, as determined by examination of clinical and subclinical parameters. No serious adverse reactions occurred after either treatment type.

The rates of related AEs (number of AEs/total number of subjects) in subjects with type 3 VWD treated with 50 IU of VWF:RCo/kg were 0.24 (rVWF-rFVIII) vs 0.18 (pdWF-pdFVIII). Eight nonserious AEs associated with rVWF-rFVIII administration (tremor, pruritis, psychomotor hyperactivity, hypertension, nausea, variable sP-selectin values, and dizziness) occurred in 4 subjects; all adverse reactions were mild and occurred within 72 hours postinfusion. Symptoms of AEs associated with pdWF-pdFVIII were headache and dizziness; a positive nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibody titer after administration of pdWF-pdFVIII was also reported by the investigator as an AE; however, the presence of these antibodies could not be verified in the confirmatory assay.

Discussion

VWF produced by recombinant technology could offer a novel option for the treatment of VWD by eliminating risks associated with products derived from human plasma. In our prospective, randomized clinical trial we investigated the safety, tolerability, and PK of rVWF combined with rFVIII infused for the first time in humans.

Effective treatment of VWD by VWF replacement therapy is based on the correction to therapeutic levels of VWF:RCo and FVIII:C. VWF:RCo and VWF:CB are surrogates for the primary kDa cleavage products. Most subjects had normal or elevated levels of endogenous ADAMTS13 activity at screening (range: 89% to 244% in type 3 patients; 134% to 156% in type 1 patients). As expected, the appearance of rVWF fragments cleaved by ADAMTS13 was associated with a progressive decrease in VWF multimeric size. Cleavage products were detected in 21 of 22 type 3 VWD patients treated with rVWF-rFVIII in the crossover cohort, with patterns comparable to those observed with pdWF-pdFVIII. Enzymatic degradation was rapid, as indicated by the appearance of typical VWF cleavage products 15 minutes postinfusion, which was the earliest time point examined (Figure 3). A faster loss of high-molecular-weight VWF multimers was observed in the 2 subjects (#21 and #23) with high specific pretreatment binding antibody titers (Figure 3). Subunit cleavage could not be documented after infusion of rVWF in 1 subject (#21), who had nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies (1:1280) pretreatment.

Table 4. Antibody titers in subjects with preexisting high specific binding anti-VWF antibodies

Dose-kg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>N*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rVWF-rFVIII</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47.2 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdWF-pdFVIII</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56.4 (18.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjects were treated in random order with a single 50 IU of VWF:RCo/kg infusion each of rVWF-rFVIII and pdWF-pdFVIII with an 8-day washout period.

AUC0-inf, area under the plasma concentration curve from zero to infinity (h × U/dL); T1/2, half-life (hours); MRT, mean residence time (hours); Cl, clearance (mL/kg per h/dL); Cmax, maximum concentration (U/dL); Tmax, time to maximum concentration (hours); IR, incremental recovery ([U/dL]/U VWF: RCo/kg for VWF); [U/dL]/U VWF: RCo/kg for FVIII); AUC per dose/kg measured in h × U/dL (U/kg); dose/kg in U/kg.

*The PK analysis population consists of all subjects in the randomized crossover cohort who completed treatment with both the recombinant and plasma-derived products in the assigned order. Subjects with a nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibody titer prior to rVWF-rFVIII treatment (subjects 5, 21, and 22) were excluded from the PK analysis.

The 2 subjects (#21 and #23) who had high-titer specific pretreatment nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies were evaluated for VWF mutations. One of these subjects (#23) expressed a nonsense substitution of cytosine by thymidine (c.6790C–T) in the VWF cDNA sequence resulting in a glutamine substitution (p.Q2264X) in the D4 domain. This type of mutation was not identified in other subjects evaluated in this study. A duplication (c.8419_8422dupTCCC) which induced substitution of a proline residue (p.P2808LfsX24) in the CK domain was identified in the second subject (#21) but was also observed in 2 other subjects who had no detectable anti-VWF–binding antibodies.

Multimeric pattern of rVWF following infusion

Postinfusion cleavage of VWF subunits by endogenous ADAMTS13 was analyzed semiquantitatively by observing the kinetics of the 176-
Figure 2. PK for subjects with specific pretreatment nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies. Subject #21: (A) VWF:Ag after pdVWF-FVIII infusion, (B) VWF:Ag after rVWF-rFVIII infusion, (C) VWF:RCo after rVWF-rFVIII infusion, and (D) FVIII:C after rVWF-rFVIII infusion. Subject #23: (E) VWF:Ag after rVWF-rFVIII infusion, (F) VWF:RCo after rVWF-rFVIII infusion, and (G) FVIII:C after rVWF-rFVIII infusion.
Figure 3. VWF multimers and degradation products post-infusion of rVWF-rFVIII. Dotted horizontal lines indicate the zone where bands of ULMW multimers appear. Due to limitations in space, it was not possible to run all samples taken from a single patient during the PK study on 1 gel. Therefore, to show the distribution of multimers and fragments over time, it was necessary to combine different gels into 1 picture. Vertical lines have been inserted to indicate repositioned gel lanes. (A) Typical VWF multimer pattern (upper gels; low-resolution agarose [1% Seakem]); samples adjusted to VWF:Ag content) and fragments cleaved by ADAMTS13 (lower gels; SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblot with polyclonal anti-VWF antibody; samples were applied undiluted) postinfusion of rVWF-rFVIII. (B) Typical VWF multimer pattern (upper gels; low-resolution agarose [1% Seakem]; samples adjusted to VWF:Ag content) and fragments cleaved by ADAMTS13 (lower gels; patient plasma diluted to 0.05 VWF:Ag U/mL with VWD plasma; 0.025 mU VWF:Ag per lane applied) postinfusion of pdVWF-pdFVIII. (C) Subject #21, with specific pretreatment nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies (upper gels: low-resolution agarose [1% Seakem]; samples adjusted to VWF:Ag content; lower gels: SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblot with polyclonal anti-VWF antibody; samples were applied undiluted). (D) Subject #23, with specific pretreatment nonneutralizing anti-VWF–binding antibodies.
hemostatic functions of VWF. In our study, comparable VWF:RCo activity was demonstrated following infusion with rVWF-rFVIII and a marketed pdVWF-pdFVIII. VWF:Ag levels were initially higher with pdVWF-pdFVIII than with rVWF-rFVIII, demonstrating a greater initial specific activity of rVWF. The higher specific activity of rVWF than in pdVWF-pdFVIII complex products has been described previously. The VWF:CB results in our study are also consistent with previous findings which showed that the specific collagen-binding activity of the rVWF-rFVIII study product (defined as the ratio VWF:CB/VWF:Ag) is higher (1.14 ± 0.16) when compared with pdVWF-pdFVIII (0.84) or pdVWF (0.81 ± 0.06).

Higher ratios of VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag correspond to a higher relative amount of ultra-large molecular weight (ULMW). Therefore, the higher levels of sustained VWF:RCo and VWF:Ag observed after treatment with rVWF-rFVIII and the increased specific activity of rVWF (reflected in the longer mean VWF:CB T1/2 with rVWF-rFVIII as compared with pdVWF) are associated with an improved multimeric profile (increased ULMW multimers). Finally, as ULMW multimers are absent in VWF preparations derived from human plasma, it can be assumed that the improved VWF-specific activity of rVWF is associated with the presence of ULMW multimers.

Immediately following infusion, FVIII levels were markedly higher with rVWF-rFVIII than with pdVWF-pdFVIII, reflecting differences in the infused dose (38.5 IU/kg vs 21-25 IU/kg) of FVIII. However, after 72 hours, FVIII AUC0-∞ and FVIII:C were still higher (P < .01) after infusion with rVWF-rFVIII than with pdVWF-pdFVIII. FVIII has a T1/2 of ~12 hours in patients with hemophilia A. The difference in the VWF:FVIII fusion ratio would not be expected to significantly influence the observed endogenous FVIII levels in treated subjects after 48 to 60 hours, so that higher FVIII levels at 72 and 96 hours observed in subjects treated with rVWF-rFVIII principally reflect the stabilization of endogenous (synthesized) FVIII most likely by an increased capacity of rVWF compared with pdVWF (Figure 1C).

We hypothesize that the observed differences in FVIII stabilization are a reflection of the differences in VWF:Ag clearance, although this warrants further investigation. In the circulation, FVIII is fully bound to VWF as it acts as its carrier protein prolonging its T1/2 and protecting it from proteolytic inactivation. Thus, the relatively longer FVIII half-life could stem from a longer VWF T1/2 and improved VWF multimeric profile. Although it could be expected that an increased proportion of VWF molecules of the highest molecular weight should be more effective in binding FVIII molecules (as each monomer of VWF has 1 binding domain able to bind 1 FVIII molecule), only 1% to 2% of the available VWF monomers are occupied by FVIII in vivo. However, the probability of encountering FVIII bound to any 1 multimer is expected to increase with the multimer length. Furthermore, upon characterization of rVWF, preparations containing only low-molecular-weight multimers had a decreased FVIII-binding capacity when assessed under in vitro conditions, where the VWF-FVIII complex is formed in the presence of excess FVIII.

Our findings suggest that rVWF, administered independent of rFVIII, could maintain sufficient FVIII activity to treat a bleeding episode once the initial FVIII level has reached a therapeutic threshold. Although only a single dose level of VWF (50 IU of VWF:RCo/kg) was examined in the crossover cohort, the stabilization of endogenous FVIII induced by VWF has been shown to be independent of the VWF:RCo dose infused in studies of other VWF products. In 2 prospective studies, a single dose of Wilfactin, a high purity plasma-derived VWF concentrate with low FVIII:C content administered to type 3 VWD patients at 100 or 60 IU VWF:RCo/kg, induced similar progressive postinfusion increases in FVIII:C despite the difference in VWF dose.

Plasma VWF consists of a series of multimers with a size range of 600 to >20,000 kDa. The ULMW fraction of VWF multimers is highly hemostatic, but thrombogenic risk under certain circumstances needs to be considered. The ULMW multimers present in vivo are, however, transient, due to rapid proteolysis of the multimers by the plasma metalloprotease ADAMTS13. Proteolysis by ADAMTS13 occurs on endothelial cell membranes after VWF release from Weibel-Palade bodies, as well as in the plasma. In pdVWF concentrates, the quantity of the larger, most hemostatically active multimers of VWF is decreased compared with human plasma as a result of prior exposure to ADAMTS13. The ULMW multimers in rVWF remain intact prior to administration because this product does not come into contact with ADAMTS13 during expression in vitro. In addition, the observed increase in ULMW VWF multimers following administration of rVWF was associated with prolonged T1/2 of both VWF and FVIII activities and an increase in specific collagen-binding activity. Increased ULMW multimers are known to enhance platelet agglutination as they have more available binding sites than smaller VWF multimers and are thus more functionally active which increases their hemostatic potential. Therefore, this effect could also induce improved overall hemostatic function in the treated patients. While the ULMW multimer portion of rVWF could induce microvascular thrombosis after persistent exposure, the analyses performed in our study demonstrated a rapid proteolytic degradation of the rVWF multimers in the circulation. Furthermore, there was no evidence of overt or subclinical thrombotic events observed in this study. These risks are to be evaluated further in ongoing phase 3 studies of rVWF in the treatment of bleeding episodes and surgical prophylaxis.

rVWF-rFVIII was well tolerated in this study consisting principally of type 3 VWD patients. There were no allergic type hypersensitivity reactions; AEs were mild and transient, and occurred at rates comparable to those observed with pdVWF-pdFVIII concentrates in our study as well as in the literature. Well-known risk factors such as neutralizing antibodies (inhibitors) against VWF or FVIII were not detected in any patient after either treatment.

While no posttreatment inhibitors were observed in our study population, noninhibitory anti-VWF–binding antibodies were present in 2 subjects at screening prior to treatment. The detection and associated effect of these binding antibodies on VWF activity has not been described previously. Neither of these subjects displayed evidence of any other concomitant disease associated with atypical or nonspecific autoantibodies. The clearance of VWF:Ag was more rapid in these than in other patients without such antibodies, which was similarly reflected in the levels of VWF:RCo, VWF:CB, and FVIII:C. Further clinical study will be needed to determine whether the presence of nonneutralizing anti–VWF–binding antibodies exerts adverse clinical effect in the setting of the treatment of bleeding events.

Variability in the risk of developing antibodies to exogenously administered VWF is likely to be, at least in large part, explained by genetic factors as the VWF molecular defects are extremely heterogeneous. Large deletions of the VWF gene or homozygous nonsense mutations are frequently associated with the presence of inhibitory VWF alloantibodies neutralizing the action of exogenously administered VWF. However, no specific mutations have been discovered that are associated with nonneutralizing anti–VWF–binding antibodies. In the present study, the mutations observed in the 2 subjects who had high-titer specific pretreatment
binding antibodies are both located in domains responsible for dimerization (D4 and C-terminal), which were also suggested to be additional binding sites for ADAMTS13.\textsuperscript{42,44} The 2 subjects with high specific pretreatment binding antibody titers uniquely displayed a more rapid antigen clearance as reflected by the loss of HMW VWF multimers and lack of cleavage products. This observation may be due to decreased sensitivity to ADAMTS13 of HMW VWF multimers and lack of cleavage products. This displayed a more rapid antigen clearance as repression of rVWF. The frequency of this abnormality and its clinical significance should be tested in larger cohorts of VWD patients.
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